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INCREASiNG-THE-USE OF EVALUATION INFORMATION:

An Evaluator-Manager Interaction Model

by

Jay Alexander, Stan Drezek, and Elaine Sebald

Introduction

tducation Service-Centei- Region 20

, Sat Antonio, Texas'

Several-researchers have emphasized the impo tance of the relationships

between program evaluators and key decislon-makers for achieving substantial

utilization of evaluatilpn findings (Cox, 1977, Holley, 1978, Patton, 1978).

After reviewing.the literature on use of evaluation information, Cox concludes

that "impro ing utilization is not going to be so much a matter of training

managers in the s btleties of research methodology and interpretatio4 as it

will be training evaluators in organizational and political realities and

communication skills and having them placed in organizations so that they are

in extensive contactwith -relative administrators" (Cox, 1977, p.508), Our '

own survey o'f special education progtam staff'M6hers supports Cox's conclusion,

highlighting 'the need for evaluators to develop "an increased understanding
A

of special education staff,_programs, and constraints." (Drezek, Note 1)

Hypothesis

Somewhat-less has been said, however, on how the personality or managerial

style of the decision-maker effects utilization of the data. We hypothesize

thatsincreased in teriiersona l

decision-ma

uation f-tridings and that

o1vment between the e

7.ead to increased impact 'and utizav
h' manager

-
ength of this eff depenc upon the

-



manager's "stuZ " That is, we believe the effects of interperso al involve-

'ment will be of less importancjor managerswho already creatively vnerate _-

and use data than fqr managers whose efforts are direcCed prihiarily toward

program survival or toward the enhancement of the,program's image.

(,
to clarify our conceptual framework 'and develop insttuments to measu. the

This paper represents our initial ,explor tory phase in which we attempted

key variables--interpersonal involvement, impact ofei.a1qation, and managerial

'style.

Interpersonal Involvement

We selected twb potential w 5rs of measuring interpergonal'involveMent.

method is the use of a task coda (see Attachment 1) which will indicate the

proportion of time an evaluator spends vis-aLvis with project staff forseach

project.

Our second approach to teasuring interpersonal involvement is to ask the

manager as twithe extent he was- involved in.formulating evaluation questions,

\s

interpreting.findings, and generating recommendations: Two five point'items

were devised'for this (see Attachment 2, part I).

In addition to ,cooperatively developdmg and carr5ring out an evIduation

plan and going over findings, interrsonal involvement contains oth'er more

qualitative aspects. 'Among those aspects are:

(1) Developing an interest in the project--discovering the manager's goal,

feelings, and values.

(2)' Sharing your perspective--letting the manager know hoO'yoU feel

and think.

(3). Developing mutual respect--recognizing each other's strengths'and

weaknesses and allowing for differences in opinion.

(A).. Attemptvig to meet each other's needs rnd compromising when

'necessary .1



Impact of Evaluation

At our education service center the evalu tibn plan consists of

formulating several questions and producing a .seties of doduments to answer

these questions. Therefore, we decided that one way to assess impact would

be to have an independent person ask managers about the impapt ot three evaluation

documents chosen at random." Six areas of potential impact *ere Chosen for Pro-

bing by an independent consultant. Managers would,be asked as to whether the

document (1) changed the way services are provided, (1) changed program managemeri,

(3) led to a reallocation of resources, (4) influenced the,selt*ion of goals

and objectives, (5) led to new ideas, or (6) had any other form of impact Managers

010

art 'asked to state specific instances for each area of impact (see Attachment,

Part II).

Managerial Style

The most difficult but proba the most creative aspect of our task was

to define manager al style in a manner relevant to the manager's probable use:

of evaluation data. We looked at how managers processed information from

three Ilerspectives (1) primary Purpose of aCtions; (2) basis foi: actions,,and

(3) ug6 of'information. We lopsely related manigerial style for processing

information to an individual's;stage of development ranging from, a position

of insecure dependenc:A..to one of creative.selr-actualization. With tweet

to managerial style.this con uum divided itself into five categories which.

we labeled "tactical," "political;" "cybernetical," "analytical," and

"eXperimental."

A manager who, is in the first category--"tactical"--is one whose,prime

focus is ensuring
4
the survival of his/her program. A manager whose efforts

are directed toward gaining acceptance and enhancing the image of his/her

prolam we label "political." The manager who seeks achievement within the

limited framework of the'existing administrative structure we label "ybers-

netical," and the manager who seeks to achieve goals beyond those established

- 3
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within the existing administrative structure we lab It analytical." Finally,

the self-actualized, creative person is represented by the ,Pexperimental"

manager, who actively manipulates his/her 4nvironment. From this continuum

we developed a rough measure of "managerial style for processing information.'t

(See Attachment 3)4

Other Considerations

As a.secondary hypothesis we predict that In actual fact evaluators tend

to spend-I s time With managert who score lbw on our scale Of managerial

style--those people generally resistant eo ihe whole processt of evaluation.

Although bypassing these managtrs may make it easier for the evaluator to
:4

produde a document containing valuatioli findings, this practice neglects the

real objective of evalUation--uftlization of information leading to program

improvement. Moreover, this prgctice causes evaluators to spe d less time

with the 14ery people who, in out opinion, should receive moretattentioe. We

hypothesize that the best way to deal productively with "tactical".oi

tical"'managers is to fully involve them in all phases of#the evaluation

process--even though this strategy may requirelthat ttie evaluation.plan

initially be limited to only a few crucial areas bfth e: program.

Note that the behavior of any particular manager fluctuates. A triariager

at one point in time or in regards to a specific issue may respond with a style

tha't is not his/her usual. - Furthermore, a manager's.style is likely t change a8

the person becoMes more familiar with the evaluator and the evaluation process.

Typically, the beginning of a manager-evaluator relationship requires extensive

sharing of information and de eloping rapport.

One possible means of testing our hypotheSis would be to use a panager

as his/herltown control and do a before and after study with the intervention

being increased interpersonal involvement. However, if the hypothesis is

tested across managers as is our intention then managers must be matched



according tof"style as the probability of greate utilization of,evaluation

findiags,by "experimental" and "analytical" managers than "political or

tactical",ones,is built into ourjne.asure of managerial style.

Summary

In sconcluSion, we have formulated an evaluator-maaager interaction model
-

for predicting impact ef evaluation. We have developed tentative instruments
: -

for measuring the variables of interpersonal involvement, Impact.of evaluation,'

and managerial style. We can now test dur hypothesis that increased inter-
, 4>

personaa involvement between evaluatoriapd manager)till lead to increased use,

of valuation data with managerial style as-a. moderator variable; that is,

the eitent of involvement between evaluator and manager will be of particular

importance for.managers,rated "tactical or "political." If our conceptua-

lization is correct, evaluators can improve their efficiency and impact by

shifting the bulk of their interpersonal inuolvementeway from managers wlio

should be given the data to use independent* to managers who are more

reluctant to use., e aluation data to change their programs.
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Attachment' 1

TASK
. CODE

1 NEEDS ASSESSMENT
*1.1 Consultation with Center personnel

desiring data.
1.2 File search for previously obtained

data.
/

1.3 Preparation of data collecting in-
,.

strumeRts.
1.4 \Selecting sample, coilecting,data.
1.5 Tabulating, processing & analyzing

results.
1.7: Report-preparation

*1.7 Consultations to interpret. & ex-
plain lindings.

1.8 Administrative & Supervising
CHARGEABLE: If rtlated to

funded project

WIN-CHARGEABLE: If a new proposal.

1

2 'PROPO,aAL DEVELOPMENT -

*2.1 Conferences, meetings, & discussions
2.2 Reviewing,objectives
2.3 Preparingthe evaluatibn section.
2.4 Reading or reviewing Iroposala for

comment..-
2.5 Writing complete proposal
2.6 Administrative & &upervising

CHARGEABLE: If a continuation
proposal.

NON-CHARGEABLE: If a new proposal

3 EVALUATION PLANNING
3.1 Consultation within evaluation staff
3.2 Preparing the Evalvation Plan

CHARGEABLE: If relatedito
funded project

4 DATA COLLECTION
4.1 Developing or selecting instruments
4.2 Travel time connected with collecting

data.
*4.3 Conducting interviews; telephone or

in -permp.
4.4 Obsemnions; workshops, schools, *

centers etc. rxeLvsoc Ave outlier ovrrot4c7.10A r.loorm teltshf ger rr-APAA

TASKTCODECATAGORIS

TASK
,CODE

4.5 Administering eiams, tests, question-
. naires, etc.
4 6 Distributing & collecting Oestion-

naires
4.7 Briefings pertaining to data collectidn
4.8 Admini4trative & Supervising ,

CHARGEABLE: If related to funded
project

5 DATA PROCESSING
5.1 Developing a record keeping system_
5.2 Processing workshop evaluation forms.
5.3 Tabulating qr scoring otheeinstrilment

data.
5.4 Preparation for card punching & compu-

ter run.
*5.5 Statistical analysis of data

5.6 Reviewing.tecords, reports, or other.
information.

5.7 Administrative & Supervig
CHARGEABLE: If related to funded

, project

6 REPORTING EVALUATION
6.1 Writing findings, memoranda, interim,

or final-reports.
*6.2 Disseminating evaluation results
6.3 Administrative & Supervising

,CHARGEABLE: If related to funded
project

7 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
7.1 Travel timeconnected with providing

assistance.
7.2 Conducting or Aarticipating in

, workshops
7.3 Other assistance provided
7.4 Administrative & Supervising

CHARGEABLE: If related -to a

funded project

TASK
CODE

8, INTERACTION WITH PROJECT STAFF
8.i Meetings involving learning

about program
8.2 Contact about develdping evalua-

,tion plan

8.3 Briefings, conferences, & sign-'
off of plans

8.A Verbally conveying findings or
results Of evaluation

8.5 Providing technical,Consultation
8.6 Formulating relommendations
8.7 Consultations involving using

evaluation data.
803 Administrative & Supervising

CHARGEABLE: If ;elated to a
-umdired pibject

9 INTE NikL PROCEDURES
9.1 All inservice sessions/& retreat
9.2 Center, component, & unit meetings
9.3 Area conferences & workshops
9.4 Special studies & projects
9.5 Preparation of professional

papers
9.6 SCreening applicants for em-

nloyment
9.7 Attendance at professional

meetings
A
9.8"Administrative & Suliervising

CHARGEABLE: If related to a
funded project'. `--).

Prorated fo !. per-

sonner with'split

../

funding

10 ALL ABSENCES
10.1 Vacation
10.2 Sick
10.3 Personal
10.4 Jury/military
10.5 ESC-20 Holidays 16
10.6 Other

CHARGEABLE: Prorated fot person-
nel with split funding. .



Pu?pose;

Attachment 2

'INPACT OF EVALUATION SERVICES

By identifying the type of services which lead to impact,

we may increase the.future impact pf Evaluation Services.

Instructio 'The following three documents represent' all or a select,

*
sample of the work Evaluation Services has done for your

program. I will let you review each one of these one at,

a tim so ,you'can reffesh your memory. Then I will ask

you some questions regarding their impact on your program.

Document Trtle:

Progzam: Date of Document

Person Interviewed I

.Involvement

, if of pp.

bate

1) How involved were you at the beginning of this work such as choosing

the subject, formulating,phe questions, selecting items, etc.?

'1 = noe involved limited 3 = moderate 4 = considerable 5 = extensive

involve- 'involve- involvement involvemenU

ment ment

2) How involved were you during and at the completion.of this work

, such as receiving feedback,-' discussing findings, going over reCom-

0010tndations, ectA?

A = not involved 2 .= limited moderate 4 considerable 5 = extensive.

involve- involve involvement involvement/

ment ment

II. Impact

Code

using the code:

no impact

Rate the extent of impact this document has had in each,of the following areas \

limited 3 = moderate 4 = considerable 5 = extensive

impact impact ippact impact .

(1) Led to changes in the way services are provided.

Specify:



Code

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2345

1 2345

1 2 34 5

4,

(2) Led to changes in theo4y the program is managed.

'Specify:

(3) Led to a reallocation of resources (personnel time, monies, mar
terials). #,

Specify: ,

(4) Influenced the selecticin of goals.and objectives or the assign-
ment of program prioritfes.

//

Specify:

(5) Led to or provided new ideas or ways of looking at the pr4ram.

Specify;
s,

(6) INThlother wa s did this document and .the in eractArts relating 04'
to it have ad impact on this.program.

Specify:

Seciozs X. and II. are repeated for two addtiona1 documnt.]

III. In addition to the documents we have discussed; dan you specify any other
ways Evaluation Services has' had a "considerable" or "extensive" impact
on your program?
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AttachMent 3

MANAGERIAL STYLE for Processing Information

Purpose: determine the type of managers.you work with.

I: Name: Program or Project:
.. .

-, - .- 5 .

II. Read.the desciciptions in the boxes,for each of the Chree ar.east, Then note the
above riamedlnallager'and aSsign a number.' '(You may use doeamals if you like).*

,.. .

Primary
P4rpose of
sctions

Rat' ng-

- Basis
for action

Rating:

3) Use of
Information

'Rang:

5.0 4.5
kxperimental AnalYtical

ISO

Manager:

category most descriptive of the

,3.5 - 3.0 7 - '2.0
S.

PolitiCalCyb rn-etical

1.0 .

Taceical
.-.,.

Find the "best" or
ft elegant" way to
satisfy the needs .
for which ,the
program Was set

. .
, .

.up withinthe
b.adest framework.

.
.

, -

.

Find a "gbod"
way-to satiSfy .

the needs for'
which the program
was set up
within',a broad

framework.'
.

. .:.
.

- .

.

.

Meet program
gpaf/objectives.
within a limited
framework.

.

.

,

N

.

\

j

..,' 4= .

maxe tri kograM
"lo.ok good7 to

a hosl of
external parties.

,

.
,

.

_
.

.

,Insure the

continuation/
survival of the
Orogram.

. .

,

Generates,
considers, and
tests program.

' &

..

Generates and
considers program
options.

...._.

Collects and
,

systematically
organizes a
variety of

. inforMat,

--.....

......

I" .Responds to new
information to
make prograM'

changes.

:

.

.

Sysilematically

organizes
incom
inforni, on.

.

.

.

5-

Respond& to -

proble"Wmands
to make,program
changes.

q

,

I

..

.

Collects and
organizes
"eequired" or

.

"requested"
information.

V

Reaces to
,unsettling
elements in an
effort to

:icii:te?rhe
structure.

options.

1

4

,

.

/

,

Generates,

A

0

Maintains ,

limited and
"select
information to
sUpport position.

e

collects, and
systeMatically
organizes a
variety of
informaticon.


